WHAT NEXT?
The most important thing brand owners we can do now is to
jump the queue for business and get ahead of the competition

This is now: As the retail world started to reopen on 15th June the reality for shoppers was
predictably about barriers, shields, queues, PPE and control. People in masks being shown
into banks by smiling door staff is perhaps one of the more surprising consequences of the
pandemic, but the queue itself seemed to be the attraction for some; and the prospect of a
deal was the biggest driver for many who joined the line.
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The biggest question now facing business and brand owners is WHAT NEXT?
There are two types of answer to what’s next – you can be in the “let’s wait and see” camp
or take an alternative view and respond with “how about this?”.
Whilst patience has its benefits, especially when queuing, this feels like a moment when
waiting for business to come our way is less likely to be the best solution – making your
own future is a better way of making it at least a little more predictable. Taking the initiative
is a means of generating momentum rather than falling in step with a race to the bottom.
Creating new solutions to consumer problems is the core of all successful marketing – it’s a
way of generating new business and being distinctive, memorable and more successful.
Focusing on consumer problems is the starting point and whilst there are short term gains
to be made by overcoming current pains the bigger opportunities will be taken those who
go deeper to understand the core needs that drive people’s attitudes and the triggers that
fire behaviour change.
Nielsen has recently provided a new and useful analysis of consumption dynamics
www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/article/2020/recalibrated-consumption-dynamicsin-a-covid-19-altered-world which echo some of the observations in our own April 2020
review of the trends that are most likely to be accelerated in the immediate future which
you can look at here : http://tangiblebranding.com/covid-19-post-crisis-planning/

So our answer to the question “What Next”? is simple: move to Stage 3 – compete by
looking to the horizon, jump the queue by understanding your customers better than
anyone else and succeed by solving consumer problems .

